
Arrive at SDC dressed and ready to dance.  There is no changing of clothes allowed

anywhere in the facility.

If you arrive early, please wait in your car to avoid crowds and long lines.

Class times have shortened to allow time for social distancing and disinfecting.

Halls, lobbies and common areas will be monitored by staff to ensure social distancing

during class transitions and exits.

The "lost & found" has been removed.  Anything left at the studio at the end of the

night will be thrown away.

Dancers who have a break between classes will need to wait in the designated area,

and social distancing rules will apply.

No dance shoes are available to borrow or use for class.

Plexiglass dividers have been installed at the front desk to promote social distancing.

Please bring a labeled water bottle, we no longer have water fountains available.

       Ages 2-3 are 30 Min., 3-4 are 40 Min. and 4-6 and up are 45 Min.

Anyone entering the studio MUST wear a mask AT ALL TIMES.

The ONLY Entrance is the door from the parking lot (door that faces Smart &

Final)

The ONLY Exit is through the double doors on Peachland Ave.

The lobby is closed to anyone other than staff, dancers and parents with front

desk business.  Dancers in our 2-3 Tiny Stars classes must be accompanied by a

parent.  Parents of dancers ages 3-6 may walk their dancer to their dance room

at the beginning of class and can return to pick up.

Parents & Guardians of dancers ages 3-8 are encouraged to wait in their cars in

the parking lot in case their dancer has any separation or behavior issues.

Parents will be provided Zoom links to observe class from their mobile device.  

Star Dance Center
Policies for a Safe Re-Opening

Drop Off & Pick Up

PLEASE NOTE -



All staff and dancers must sanitize hands upon entry to the studio.

All dancers must wear a mask at all times.

Staff will be masked at all times.

Upon entering the classroom, dancers will be directed to a 6x6 "home" with their

dance bag and water.  Dancers will put their dance bags and water on a corner of

the "home".  Dancers must stay inside their dance home during the entire class.

Only one dancer at a time will be permitted to go to the restroom.

Students must sanitize their hands after a shoe change.

Class formats will be modified to remove any activity that would require contact

between students.  Lesson plans will be altered to avoid extreme physical exertion -

focus on stretching and core strength rather then cardio.

There will be no physical contact between teachers, staff or students.

Any dancer that cannot follow the social distancing guidelines will be asked to leave

the building.

Upon arrival at the studio, each parent will
log into their dancer's BAND class and
complete their check-in along with COVID
19 screening. This will be required each
time you attend class. (BAND app
information will be sent after enrollment).
This app will also be used for contact
tracing.
Anyone with a sore throat, cough, difficulty
breathing, fever or head lice may NOT
come to class.
Anyone who has been in contact with a
person who has tested positive for COVID
19 in the last 14 days may not enter.
If anyone does test positive or has been
exposed to COVID 19 after attending the
studio, must contact the front desk and
report it.
There will be no make up classes until
further notice due to social distancing
requirements and room capacities.
No drop in or single classes due to social
distancing and contact tracing.

HealthScreening/

Contact Tracing -

During Class  -

Stay at Home

Anyone uncomfortable sending their dancer into
the studio.
Anyone with a dancer or family member that feels
ill or has a fever.
Anyone living with an immunocompromised
family member.
Anyone that has been exposed to someone who
tested positive for COVID 19.

Virtual classes will be available for:

Protecting our Students

Staff will disinfect all equipment, touch surfaces

and entry points before and after each class.

HEPA filters have been installed in each dance room

to assist with air filtration.

Each evening the studio will be completely cleaned

and disinfected prior to the next days classes.

No props will be shared. Each dancer will bring his

or her own dance props to class for their personal

use.


